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MATRICE 

The search for a stroke-sign is vital for me. I have always jotted down 

ideas on white sheets; I fix thoughts-images that are often the fruit of 

an intuition, a sensation, a fantasy. In a certain sense my hands decide: 

through visionary-intuitive dexterity I reproduce some images among 

the many that flow quickly past me, choosing them instinctively, without 

any logic or commercial strategies. It is the simplicity of the shape that 

attracts me and takes me to the final result in a natural way.  





MATRICE 
RED

Code
TNDDC0011300004
Design materials
Siverek wool and Viscose 
Ground materials
Siverek wool 
Knots for m2

90.000
Thickness
12 mm - 14 mm - 20 mm   
Technique
Hand-knotted
Standard size
270 x 270 cm
Custom-made piece 
produced on demand



MATRICE 
DARK GRAY

Code
TNDDC0011300002
Design materials
Siverek wool and Viscose
Ground materials
Siverek wool
Knots for m2

90.000
Thickness
10 mm - 20 mm 
Technique
Hand-knotted
Standard size
280 x 280 cm
Custom-made piece 
produced on demand
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MATRICE 
BLACK 

Code
TNDDC0011300003
Design materials
Siverek wool, Viscose 
and Silver metal yarn
Ground materials
Siverek wool 
Knots for m2

90.000
Thickness
12 mm - 14 mm - 20 mm   
Technique
Hand-knotted
Standard size
270 x 270 cm
Custom-made piece 
produced on demand
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MATRICE 
LIGHT GRAY

Code
TNDDC0010600001
Design materials
Siverek wool and Viscose
Ground materials
Siverek wool
Knots for m2

90.000
Thickness
10 mm - 20 mm  
Technique
Hand-knotted
Standard size
350 x 270 cm
Custom-made piece 
produced on demand
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IMPRONTA

The sign of a passing, human footprints are mixed up with natural 

outlines that recall ginkgo biloba or the petal of a flower. Precise and 

soft shapes mix, maintaining the simplicity of the idea, its balance, 

what for me is the heart of the project. 

IMPRONTA 
BRONZE

Code
TNDDC0040600001
Design materials
Premium linen 
and Bronze metal yarn
Ground materials
Siverek wool
Knots for m2

90.000
Thickness
14mm  
Technique
Hand-knotted
Standard size
350 x 270 cm
Custom-made piece 
produced on demand





IMPRONTA
GOLD

Code
TNDDC0040600003
Design materials
Premium linen and 
Gold metal yarn
Ground materials
Siverek wool
Knots for m2

90.000
Thickness
14mm  
Technique
Hand-knotted
Standard size
350 x 270 cm
Custom-made piece 
produced on demand
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IMPRONTA
SILVER

Code
TNDDC0040600002
Design materials
Premium linen and 
Silver metal yarn
Ground materials
Siverek wool
Knots for m2

90.000
Thickness
14mm  
Technique
Hand-knotted
Standard size
350 x 270 cm
Custom-made piece 
produced on demand



REALE

The origin of this project was the choice of making a mark that could 

not be modified. The arc is a structural element difficult to reinterpret 

because of its nature and the tradition it is connected to. By reproducing 

this element an infinite number of times, I refer to the history of the 

Veneto region and, above all, to the Basilica Palladiana in Vicenza, a 

town I am tied to, and the colourful eye in between the mirroring of the 

pattern reinvents the vision through the colours. 

 

REALE

Code
FVDDC0050600001
Design materials
Premium linen and 
Siverek wool
Ground materials
Premium linen
Knots for m2

90.000
Thickness
14mm  
Technique
Hand-knotted
Standard size
270 x 340 cm
Custom-made piece 
produced on demand
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REALE
GOLD

Code
FVDDC00506
Design materials
Premium Linen, Siverek Wool 
and Gold Metal Yarn
Ground materials
Premium Linen
Knots for m2

90.000
Thickness
14mm  
Technique
Hand-knotted
Standard size
280X280 cm
Custom-made piece 
produced on demand



SISTEMA

The use of this sign makes the project unique, irreproducible 

by others, where Moret identifies with the thread, the 

weaving, with the ties that it has been able to create from 

time to time not only with the material it treats but also with 

its collaborators. Dexterity, matter, retaining tradition seem to 

me to be at the base of any profitable collaboration, coherent 

with the spirit that has always stimulated the company. 

For this reason, the ‘magic 2015’ collection interprets the 

place, company, tradition and function with an eye to the past 

turned naturally towards the future.
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SISTEMA
M2

Code
TNDDC0021300002
Design materials
Siverek wool and Viscose
Ground materials
Siverek wool
Knots for m2

90.000
Thickness
12 mm - 14 mm - 20 mm 
Technique
Hand-knotted
Standard size
300 x 300 cm
Custom-made piece 
produced on demand
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SISTEMA
M1

Code
TNDDC0021300001
Design materials
Siverek wool and Viscose
Ground materials
Siverek wool
Knots for m2

90.000
Thickness
10 mm - 20 mm 
Technique
Hand-knotted
Standard size
300 x 300 cm
Custom-made piece 
produced on demand



Moret

Moret is one of the first contemporary carpet 
studios in Italy. Thanks to an R&D innovative team, 
Moret develops its products through a path that, 
even before facing the market, starts from the 
concept, goes through design and industrialisation 
to reach production. Born in 2000 from its founder 
Hasan Pashamoglu’s thirty-years’ experience in the 
world of old and valuable carpets, Moret’s prestige 
was consolidated above all thanks to the search 
for a wide range of colours, stylish solutions and 
cutting-edge production technologies.
Moret’s mission is to give customers all over the 
world the beauty of extraordinary carpets.
Moret bases its credibility on a staff of special 
people, values of honesty, integrity, accountability 
and transparency in the organization. With the 
constant objective of reaching excellence in 
creation and design, Moret works to remain, 
through time, always at the side of partners and 
customers through an innovative entrepreneurial 
spirit and methods of research, study, design and 
presentation where the know-how must always 
match the beauty of creation.

Collaborations:

Aldo Cibic
Diego Chilò
Lawrence Ferlinghetti
Javier Mariscal
Dario Fo
Cleto Munari
Alessandro Mendini
Ettore Mocchetti
Mario Botta
Sandro Chia
Mimmo Paladino
Deisa Centazzo
Cedri&Martini
Samuele Mazza
Sotirios Papadopoulos
Flavio Albanese

Diego Chilò

Diego Chilò (1957) started his profession in 1984 
in construction and industrial design, working 
for various important companies of that sector. 
In ’85 he started cooperating with Arch. Fiorenzo 
Valbonesi and in ‘97 with Arch. Tobia Scarpa. 
He has been a member of the scientific 
committee of the Acciaio Arte Architettura 
magazine since 2006 and in that year the jury 
of the Premio Internazionale Dedalo Minosse 
mentioned him to the architecture commission. 
In 2007 the Lapis project was pointed out to 
the Innovation and Design Award at the Milan 
LivinLuce EnerMotive and in 2013 Acqualuce 
received the Lighting Good Design Award of the 
Chicago Athenaeum. In 2012 he was engaged 
in the “Smart design 4 Smart city” research. 
He exhibited in the Galleria Galica (MI), Venice 
Musei Civici, Milan Triennale and Palazzo Firmian 
(TN). He cooperated with the Florence Faculty 
of Industrial Design and with the Faculty of 
Architecture in Trento, and still does. Various 
projects and profiles are published in the most 
important magazines in the sector.

Graphic design 
Studiomama

Photo 
Emanuele Tortora
Andrea Ferrero
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Moret Showroom
Via Ventura, 15
20134 Milano 

Italy

Moret srl
C.so Ss Felice e Fortunato, 197

36100 Vicenza 
Italy

t +39 0444 320147
info@moret.it

www.moret.it


